Books/Booklets:

*The Long Road to Liberty: Oklahoma’s African American History and Culture*
Oklahoma Tourism and Recreation department

Humanities Magazine Special Edition

We Remember...Before and Beyond (1907-2007) Coloring book

Rosenwald School Day Program

*Invisible Man* by Ralph Ellison

*Martin’s Big Words: The Life of Martin Luther King, Jr.* by Doreen Rappaport

*Mirror to America: The Autobiography of John Hope Franklin*

*The Buffalo Soldier* by Sherry Garland

*The Other Side* by Jacqueline Woodson

*The Tuskegee Airmen Story* by Lynn M. Homon

*Up From the Ashes* by Hannibal B. Johnson

DVDs/CDs:

*Freedom Summer* - PBS - *may not be suitable for young viewers*

Dr. Ada Lois Sipuel Fisher DVD – family photos

Clara Luper Radio Show CD (recordings of 2 shows)

Hands On Objects:

Large photographs (7)

Juneteenth Flyer

Taft recruitment pamphlet

Freedmen Applications

All Black Towns of Oklahoma Map

Replicas of the Black Dispatch and the Tulsa Star

Scrabble Game
Langston University Pennant
Radio/CD Player
Graduation Cap